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Abstract— A designer needs to possess capabilities and 

knowledge outside the traditional engineering domains – these 
capabilities and experiences are difficult to obtain in a 
traditional classroom setting; therefore, the integrated learning 
experiences can provide the experience and training of these 
capabilities. A crucial part of design education is to teach 
students the ability to cope with uncertainty and ambiguity – 
traits of a successful designer. 

The paper presents the design of a course in creative concept 
development that implements several educational ideas from 
active learning, which is an improvement over traditional 
learning. Active learning focuses on engaging students in and 
outside the classroom, an essential part of active learning 
includes mixing between theory and practical exercises and here 
it is crucial that the physical environment quickly adapts to 
different types of learning activities. 

The paper shows three concrete examples of how to integrate 
active learning – learning outside the classroom, guided design 
and role-play and games. The course has reflection and feedback 
throughout, both as an integral part of the lectures and 
assessment. To complement active learning, we must have 
effective evaluation processes to measure them. Different 
categories of learning outcomes require different assessment 
methods. 

Through continuous improvement, much based on the 
students' feedback and reflections, the course is very popular 
with students.  Students appreciate the mix of exercises, 
unconventional presentations, challenges and games. Students 
also appreciate the breadth of assessment that s assess an in-
depth understanding.  

 
Index Terms— creativity, ambiguity, active reflection, active 

examination. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
OST teachers are aware that the classical lectures, 
where the students passively listen to the lecturer and 
are ‘filled with knowledge’ are not particularly 

useful; this type of teaching is still quite common. Sousa [1] 
states that the retention time after 24 hours is 5% for lectures, 
50% for group discussion, 75% exercise and 90% by teaching 
others. In order to understand and remember what is said in a 
lecture, it is essential that the students are activated to use the 
new knowledge during the lecture – a learning-by-doing 
approach, where students continuously reflect on and relate 
to issues that have come up and have a sense of being active.  

This paper describes the implementation of active and 
integrated learning at Industrial Design Engineering (IDE) 
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[2] at Luleå University of Technology, Sweden. The focus of 
IDE is a mix of engineering and industrial design [3]. The 
implementation has been done in the course Creative Concept 
Development (M7016T), at Luleå University of Technology. 

Within the CDIO initiative [4] 12 standards are described, 
two of these standards Active learning (Standard 8) and 
Integrated learning experiences (Standard 7) will be used to 
frame and discuss the implementation. 

Active learning focus to engage students in and outside of 
the classroom, lectures are not only based on the passive 
transmission of information. Instead, learning activities focus 
on activating students with problem-solving activities, 
experience the design process and also to evaluate and reflect 
over what they have done.  

Integrated learning experiences are activities that lead to 
the acquisition of disciplinary knowledge, as well as personal 
and interpersonal skills, and product, process, and system 
building skills. In this course, the focus is to challenge the 
students how on to embrace ambiguity in the early phases of 
design.  

In this paper, specific capabilities and knowledge for 
industrial design engineering are presented, then the 
theoretical background for active learning and integrated 
learning is presented and finally how these concepts are 
implemented in a creative concept development course. 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
The basic idea that a designer needs to possess capabilities 

and knowledge outside the traditional engineering domains 
[5] is described both in research [3, 6] and in product 
development literature [7]. As Brown [8] describes designers 
need empathy, integrated thinking, optimism, 
experimentalism and experience of interdisciplinary 
collaboration – these capabilities and experiences is difficult 
to obtain in a traditional classroom setting. Therefore, 
integrated learning experiences can provide the experience 
and training of these capabilities. 

A crucial part of design education is the ability to cope with 
uncertainty and ambiguity. Whilst the established approach 
for product development focuses on decreasing all 
uncertainty as soon as possible [9], for more open-ended or 
wicked problems [10, 11] (i.e. problems without  a single 
answer, but several possible solutions [12] [13]), that are 
common in design it is essential to preserve ambiguity [9]. ” 
This can balance the engineering tradition that builds on 
decreasing the amount of information gathered and thus also 
ambiguity. In contrast, radical innovation needs ambiguity, 
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because it enables the development of a range of alternative 
solutions.” [11]. 

Designing is underpinned by the individuals’ ability for 
design thinking, and being able to tolerate the ambiguity and 
handle the uncertainty are seen as traits of a successful 
designer [14, 15] [16]. Gelb [17] describes “A designer must 
have a willingness to embrace ambiguity, paradox and 
uncertainty.”. Leifer & Steinert [18] writes that Ambiguity 
and fuzziness should be considered enablers and not barriers. 
Also, as Tom Kelley and David Kelley [19, p. 1] states “It’s 
to help them rediscover their creative confidence”.   

A. Active learning  
Active learning is a well-documented improvement over 

the traditional lecture approach in science, engineering, and 
mathematics [20] it includes different approaches to activate 
students, as Chickering and Gamson write [21] “Students do 
not learn much by sitting in classes listening to teachers, 
memorizing pre-packaged assignments and spitting out 
answers,. They must talk about what they are learning, write 
about it, relate it to past experiences, apply it to their daily 
lives. They must make what they learn part of themselves.”. 
Bonwell and Eison further highlight that the students ”need 
to engage in such higher-order thinking tasks as analysis, 
synthesis, and evaluation” [16, p. iii]. 

Discussions in class is one of the most common strategies 
for promoting active learning. Students find that small-group 
discussions are particularly likely to stimulate student interest 
and engage them with the material [22]. To achieve the goal 
that students can apply the information in new settings or to 
develop students' thinking skills, faculty must be used to 
facilitate and lead the discussion. 

Other active learning concepts [16] (included in the 
course): 
• Visual based instruction e.g. by using short videos that are 

introduced with a few questions and followed up by group 
analysis and discussion. 

• Guided design, where the instructor facilitates a team 
through an open-ended design problem. 

• Role-playing, simulation and games let the student 
experience and train certain situations in a safe 
environment. 

Flipped learning [23] is often combined with active 
learning where (video) lectures are viewed before class and 
instructor-facilitated face-to-face time in class is used to 
interact with students. However, Jensen et al. highlighted in 
a study “that the flipped approach offers no additional 
benefits to student learning over a nonflipped, active-
learning approach.” [24, p. 11].   

B. Active learning spaces 
The classroom is a physical manifestation designed to be a 

space for learning, something that influences what people do, 
and therefore the patterns of teaching and learning that occur 
within them. Several alternative classroom designs that 
support active and collaborative learning have emerged [25, 
26, 27] that focus on focus on teamwork and communication 
where students quickly can share information. 

Both the physical space and furniture plays a vital role in 
active learning, the physical environment should be able to 
adapt quickly to different types of learning activities. Cornell 
[28, p. 6] states that the furniture in Learning environments in 
the 21st century must be ”... comfortable, adjustable, 
intuitive, reconfigurable, technology-capable, compressible, 

and attractive.”. Active learning spaces typically feature 
tables and chairs with wheels, whiteboards and sometimes 
technical equipment such as projection screens and displays. 
After several years of study at the University of Minnesota 
[29, 30, 31] researchers concluded that ‘space matters’. In the 
study, active learning classrooms outperformed traditional 
classrooms. Students also perceived that active learning space 
is superior to traditional classrooms thou they facilitate 
engagement, enrichment, effective use, and flexibility.  

III. METHOD 
The paper describes the implementation in a course that 

developed during the last ten years. The qualitative data 
(cites, photos, etc.) comes from reflections and feedback 
collected from the last four years. The course uses written 
feedback and reflection in most of the lectures (this feedback 
is normally anonymous), combined with oral exams, and a 
reflection exercise at the end of the course there is a massive 
amount of data collected in the course.  Also, formal course 
evaluation is used to evaluate the course. 

IV. CREATING A STRUCTURE OF  
ACTIVE LEARNING 

Implementation of these pedagogical concepts has been 
done in a creative concept development course that was 
started in 2008. The course is based from research performed 
in the national research program PIEp ( Product Innovation 
Engineering programme, that identified challenges in 
education, one of the challenges was how to improve 
student’s innovative ability and how to manage open-ended 
problems early in the product development process. The 
course was inspired by ideas pioneered by Rolf Faste at 
Stanford University with concepts as Ambidextrous Thinking 
[32], Design Thinking [8] and Needfinding [33]. From the 
beginning, the course focused on the student’s personal 
development and how to facilitate creative phases in design. 
One of the ideas was to bring students out of their comfort 
zone and challenge them on to be as creative as possible. This 
approach needed a change both how teaching was performed 
and where it was performed. In order to facilitate active 
learning, the physical environment should be able to adapt 
quickly to different types of learning activities. Therefore, 
lectures are carried out in flexible classrooms where it is 
possible to reorganize the furniture (sofas, tables, 
whiteboards are on wheels and can easily be moved around 
in the classroom). Large wall-mounted whiteboards and 
boxes with workshop material (post-its, pens, and 
prototyping material) is easy to access. The design of the 
room enables quick transitions between different modes of 
work (i.e. presentation, group discussion and teamwork), see 
Fig. 1 (a-c)  
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Fig. 1 (a, b) Flexible classroom with sofas and whiteboards with wheels, (c) 
large wall-mounted whiteboards. 

To create some familiarity and structure in the course an 
active learning approach was used that switched between 
different modes, a typical lecture in the course is divided into 
six phases: introduction, theory lecture, break, exercise, 
presentation and wrap up and reflection.  
1. Introduction, in this phase, students adapt the classroom 

(move out chairs, tables etc.) sometimes with special 
instructions from the lecturer. The introduction starts 
with a quick recap of what we have done – giving the big 
picture, why and where are we in the design process. 
Then all teams present a quick status report on their team 
assignment. 

2. Theory lecture, then a presentation is done by the 
teachers to introduce new concepts and theory. In this 
course, theory is presented in many different ways, such 
as traditional lecture (with lecture slides on projector), 
Prezi presentation, presentation with only hand drawn 
sketches, presentation without computer on the 
whiteboard, presentation with a ‘virtual side kick’, and 
interactive presentation using Mentimeter [34]. Lectures 
includes traditional pedagogical activities to activate the 
students such as think-pair-share (where students take a 

minute to think about the question , later to discuss it with 
one or more of their peers, finally to share it with the 
class as part of a formal discussion), small group 
discussions, reaction to video etc.  

3. Break, between the lecture and the exercise; often a small 
game was played in class to raise the energy in the room. 
Games were often coupled to the principles of the 
lecture.  

4. Exercise. During this phase students divided into smaller 
teams and have to implement things they have learnt 
from the first part of the lecture. In this phase students 
relocate into team-spaces where they adapt the furniture 
to match their needs (see Fig. 1a, b). The exercise is 
usually 45-60 min.  

5. Presentation. In this phase, students have to present the 
results from the exercise, here the teacher’s role is to ask 
questions and try to find the rationale over the students’ 
choice of methods and how they decided to perform the 
task. Presentation is done by moving around to each 
team-area, and one is randomly selected to present. 

6. Reflection is done after the presentation, all students 
gathered together, and they have to reflect on the 
exercise, this reflection typically includes personal 
reflection.  

The course also tries to activate students between lectures 
to create blended learning, in this case, facilitated by personal 
quizzes and teamwork.  After each lecture, students perform 
a short quiz that often is the second iteration or a reflection of 
what they have done during the lecture. Also, students 
reiterate the activities learnt during the lecture in their team, 
so after each lecture, students perform a similar phase in small 
teams (4-6 persons). For an overview of the course structure 
see Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2 The structure of the course 

V. EXAMPLES OF ACTIVE LEARNING  
To further explain the implementation in more detail, four 

examples are presented below.  

A. Walkabout and learning to observe 
In design, observation is a standard method that originates 

in scientific fields such as ethnography and anthropology and 
has been increasingly popular in human-centred design 
approaches. The lecture focusing on observation is started by 
a short theoretical introduction about observation, 
needfinding [33] and applicable methods. This part includes 
several videos with discussions and introduction of the 
concept thoughtless acts [35] (the intuitive ways that people 
adapt, exploit or react to things in the environment). After the 
introduction, the class go for a walkabout at the University. 
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First, the class walk together, and students have to observe 
how other students or faculty interact with the physical 
environment. The class stop and discuss if they saw 
something interesting (e.g. if people had adapted or used the 
environment in a way that it was not designed for). After 20 
min of walk around campus, students are divided into groups 
that will focus on different areas of the campus, after 
additional 45 min they should come back with a photograph 
of a thoughtless act. Back in the lecture space all students 
have to use the photograph as a base for a sketch trying to 
explain the thoughtless act. See Fig. 3 for example of sketches 
presented. 

 
Fig. 3 Thoughtless acts sketches from the observation exercises 2019. 

See also Fig. 7 for some of the feedback from the lecture 
2019. 

B. Bootcamp,  
A large part of the course focuses on choosing the right 

creative method to use at certain phases, and also to design 
and facilitate creative workshops. Therefore, serval lectures 
use the Guided design approach  [16]. Early in the course, a 
bootcamp is performed where students go through a creative 
workshop facilitated by the teaching team. The exercise is 
done to familiarise students with some of the creative 
methods and the concept that many short iterations with high 
energy are better than long discussions where no one dares to 
take decisions.  

 
Fig. 4 An overview of the Design bootcamp. 

Some of the feedback from the bootcamp was “I liked the 
bootcamp, it was fun and extremely efficient. A very good way 
to get an overview of how an idea-generating process is 
affected by different approaches.” (I like/I wish reflection, 
2017) 

Another student focused on the excitement of going 
through a creative process, ”I really enjoyed all of the steps, 

and they even made me happy and excited to be in a 
classroom but what I found most enjoyable was seeing how 
we could start with a problem and being able to work through 
that problem to create and market a solution.”  

C. Role-playing, and games 
Games was often used as a break between theory and 

exercise or to get some energy into class. “First time we 
played a game, I thought it was a bit silly and I did not want 
to stand out in class, so I kept myself quite passive. But after 
a while I just participated and it felt like the class was much 
more relaxed after the break, and it also felt that we got so 
much more energy into the group” (Reflection video 2017) 

The games and exercises are linked to the theme of the 
lecture: 
• Idea generation techniques – Brain ball game, (see below 

for details), a warmup before performing a brainstorm.  
• Physical prototyping – Engineering charades by using 

charades the students are introduced in how roleplay and 
embodiment brainstorm can be used for ideation. 

• Visualisation – Engineering Pictionary is used to show 
how much information an illustration can convey.  

 
Fig. 5 Engineering Pictionary – trying to convey ‘boarding a jumbo jet’. 

One of the students gave the following reflection in their 
final reflection “… the creative part of the lectures often 
started with some warm-up exercise to get the students out of 
their comfort zone and get more creative. For example, we 
did an exercise where we throw an invisible ball to each 
other, and when we show the ball to another person in the 
ring, we supposed to make a sound. When the person received 
the ball, they repeat the same sound and then send it to a new 
person with a new sound.  

 
Fig. 6 An illustration from the reflection video describing brain-ball game. 

At first, I thought, god this is so ridiculous. But after a while 
I realized how important this really is because when you start 
a creative process it can take a long time before it’s gets 
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started and it’s difficult to get the creative mind up and 
running. Also, when you leave your comfort zone you can 
start to learn and be creative. A warm-up method is extremely 
powerful to start the creative thinking”, (Reflection video 
2019), see also Fig. 6. 

D. Reflection and feedback 
Through the course, reflections is done, both in exercises, 

quizzes and in the final course reflection. At the end of each 
class, there is always an active reflection exercise such as “I 
like…,  I wish”, where each participant write down what they 
liked (i.e. what was good) and what they wish (i.e. what could 
be improved) on different coloured post-its [9], see Fig. 7.  

 
Fig. 7 Some of the feedback from an I like/I wish reflection exercise from 
the Needfinding lecture 2019. 

Sometimes the reflection was collected using mobile 
phones trough a questionnaire software such as Mentimeter 
[34] or by using a roundtable approach where all student has 
to present their reflections. This type of reflection in the class 
and exercise gives the student time and to think over what 
they just have done “I like that you got feedback after each 
phase and got to hear the feedback to other groups. 
Something that was also good was that it was the process that 
was important and not the final concept itself” (I like/I wish 
reflection, Bootcamp 2017). 

By using reflection and feedback at the end of each class, 
the teacher get valuable feedback to improve the lecture for 
next time, and also to highlight different views. When 
performing an I like/I wish exercise it is easy to see that some 
topics are in both categories. In the reflection phase from the 
bootcamp, the following statements were told: “I wish for 
more time at each phase, this would have created a better end 
result” versus “I liked the fact that it was tightly scheduled. 
The time constraints led to a more focused work environment. 
When brainstorming it can be easy to shut down your own 
ideas, but a pressing time limit can help alleviate that mental 
barrier”. In this case, we can bring this issue up and discuss 
it further “do you think that the time constraints were tight by 
purpose?” 

VI. EMBRACING AMBIGUITY 
Within the course, one goal was to enhance the disciplinary 

knowledge of concept development and at the same time hone 
the personal and interpersonal skills needed in the early 
phases of design. Many of the exercises performed in the 
course is designed to create a learning experience that mimics 
the chaotic early phases of design. By this approach students 
has the opportunity to experience stressful, unfamiliar, 
complex, or controversial situations [36] ”by creating 
circumstances that are momentarily real, thereby letting 
students develop and practice those skills [16]. 

This was quite true with our students; one student wrote in 
the reflection after the second lecture “I wish that I could 
open my mind more, as I feel that I’m still not able to fully 
open my mind. I feel that I restrict myself because I’m scared 
of judgement. I hope that by continuing this course, I am able 
to reduce my fear and use it to benefit my creative 
development.”. 

In order to improve the student’s ability to handle this 
chaotic phase, exercises are deliberately designed with vague 
descriptions, unclear goals and performed with tight time 
constraints. At the beginning of the course, most students felt 
uncomfortable performing exercises with vague goals and 
presenting half-finished results with short preparation times. 
Feedback from the first lessons was that they wanted more 
explicit instructions and more time “I wish we had more clear 
descriptions over the goal of the exercise”, “I wish better 
instructions”, “I wish that we had more time to perform the 
exercise”, “clearer goal” etc.  Later in the course one student 
reflected “it feels like we are pushed to decide what to do, 
and that we take more responsibility over the goal of the 
exercise”  another student reflected “I have always found 
presentations really daunting and so I really liked the 
constant presentation updates we had to give throughout the 
course. Having to go up in front of the class and present with 
little preparation meant I was able to develop these skills and 
grow in confidence.”  

Another student had a similar reflection ” one big thing 
that I thought was really good learning experience, […] was 
the time pressure, that was put on us during the lectures, like 
when you get a really tight time schedule and should come up 
with an idea and present it. This really puts things in 
perspectives and really forces you to make quick decisions.” 
(Reflection video 2019). 

Another student reflected on how to adapt to new 
situations, “The course has been a good training in quickly 
adapting to new situations and new environments where you 
may sometimes feel a little uncomfortable. I feel that I have 
developed a lot during the course, and it is actually sad that 
it is already over.” (Final reflection, 2015)  

In the end, students appreciated the challenge and 
experience to work under these conditions. At the final 
lecture, the teaching team described the rationale for the 
design of the exercises. “We are also well aware of that we, 
by our demands of rapid exercises, have put you into 
situations where you have to struggle with wicked problems, 
unspecific tasks and sparse information. Then why have we 
done this? Our purpose was to bring you out of your comfort 
zone, embrace ambiguity and to spur your creativity.” (Wrap 
up from the teaching team, 2019). 

In the final reflection this approach was 
acknowledged”When I was thinking and thinking, I think I 
understood a bit of the core of the course. All teaching 
moments and approaches were different, and laughter was 
more important than seriousness, transparency more 
important than criticism and chaos was encouraged instead 
of structure.” (Reflection video 2017). Another student stated 
“I went to the first class and expecting something completely 
different to be honest. I was kind of surprised by how much I 
had to put myself out there. What I thought was just another 
product development course, turned out to be the best thing 
that could happened to me. I had to work on my own 
weakness, more than ever, being forced to use ways of 
thinking in creative methods that I have never used or tried 
before.” (Reflection video 2019).   
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VII. ACTIVE ASSESSMENT 
In the end the teaching team has to assess if the students 

actually has learnt something in the course. As it is written in 
the CDIO Standard 11 “If we value personal and 
interpersonal skills, and product, process, and system 
building skills, and incorporate them into curriculum and 
learning experiences, then we must have effective assessment 
processes for measuring them.  Different categories of 
learning outcomes require different assessment methods.”. In 
this course, several examination activities have been 
developed instead large written exam at the end of the course. 
The following assessments is integrated throughout the 
course.  

TABLE I 
ASSIGNMENTS IN COURSE 

ID ASSESSMENT TYPE FORMAT ECTS 
1 Quiz after each lecture Individual Written  1 
2 Creative workshop design Individual Written + oral  1 
3 Team assignment Group Presentation + written  2 
4 Video reflection  Individual Video 1,5 
5 Creative method Individual Method Card 1,5 
6 Theory presentation Individual Presentation 0,5 

 
1. Quiz, the quiz acts as a recap and reflection of each 

lecture. It normally contains an open-ended question 
that the students have to reflect on a topic presented in 
the lecture. 

2. Creative workshop, the students plan and document a 
three-day creative workshop for a specific team (based 
on different scenarios). The plan is presented in a short 
memo (maximum four pages), that is sent in before the 
oral examination. The oral exam consists of a 15 min 
informal discussion where the students explain the 
rationale for the design of the workshop and show that 
they can reason about and reflect over the choice of 
methods and their use. During the oral exam, students 
use a ‘Smiley scale’ (see Fig. 8) where the student has 
to assess their fulfilment of the assignment criteria. 

 
Fig. 8 Smiley scale used at the oral examination; the red smileys are the 
student assessment. The green arrows are the assessment of the teacher. 

3. Team assignment, students go through a development 
process that starts from a specific theme. The idea is that 
the theory in each lecture is directly used in the team 
process. The team result is presented in a creative 
presentation, and the process is presented in a creative 
written presentation (it is stated that “it should not be a 
traditional project report”. 

4. Video reflection is the students’ reflection of the 
learning process. The student first presents a general 

reflection of the course and then select two learning 
experiences from the course and present them in a video. 

5. Creative card, the goal of this assignment is to design a 
novel method that can be used in creative phases in the 
product development process. The method is tested 
during the team process and feedback is used to improve 
the method. All methods cards from the course is 
compiled into a deck of method cards, an example is 
shown in Fig. 9. 

 
Fig. 9 An example of the creative cards 2018. 

6. Theory presentation. Here the students read a research 
paper and present the findings in a short research pitch 
at a research seminar. 

VIII. DISCUSSION 
The course has always received good feedback in the 

course evaluation, average over all course satisfaction 5,3 
(out of 6).  In the end, how do the students appreciate the 
active learning approach? The feedback for this approach has 
been very positive “I really liked the practical and theoretical 
mix in the lectures… That we always use the theoretical parts 
in an exercise directly after the presentation” (Student 
reflection, spring19).  Another student stated in the reflection 
video: ”I really liked was that we had at least one practical 
exercise in each lecture, in most courses you just sit down and 
listen for 1-3 hours, and when you are on your way home and 
you don’t really remember what it was about. But in this 
course, you really remember what it was about, and you 
could apply the things you learnt in the team exercise” 
(Student reflection, spring 17). 

Also, one student was surprised that this approach could be 
used to learn theory “… more active than other courses, in 
my education. Others take influence form this knowing that 
you can teach heavy theory without asking them to read it” 
(Student reflection, Spring 18). 

One of the underlying ideas is that active learning gives a 
deeper understanding and better retention rate [1, 20], this is  
hard to measure. By going through master thesis (from 
students that has participated in the course), concepts, 
methods and tools regarding facilitation of workshops is 
almost always used by all students. Also, from the meetings 
with alumni, they often recall that the creative concept 
development course as one of the most essential courses they 
participated in and that they often use what they learnt in the 
course in their professional work. 

IX. CONCLUSION 
Ten years ago, the creative concept development course 

started and has iteratively been evaluated and developed since 
that, mostly based on the continuous feedback from students 
during the course. By introducing feedback after each lecture, 
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reflection assignments and the formal course evaluation the 
teaching team has a lot of material to use to improve the 
course. The goal from the beginning was to create something 
unusual, using active learning, challenge and support the 
students to experience things that they usually do not do (and 
learn in class). Most students appreciate this approach and the 
course’s learning with the unconventional way of presenting, 
conducting different types of exercises, division of groups 
and the usage of games create an excitement in the student 
group “I think everybody has been looking forward to the 
lectures, there has always being an excitement around them, 
people have been wondering but what activities we should do, 
what kind of funny games we will do” (Reflection video 
2018). Many students describe the course as one of their 
favourites "When I think of this course with actually is my 
LTU favourites, it effectively balances fun and games without 
compromising on its educational punching powers!” 
(Student reflection video, 2019) 

Also, one important part is not only to use active learning 
but also include that approach in the assessment. The mix of 
different exams can test a more in-depth understanding and 
regarding the oral examination they know that ‘there is 
nowhere to hide’ when they present their arguments and 
rational for the design.  

While we challenge students to work outside their comfort 
zone, it is at the same time vital to create an open environment 
where students can work without fear of judgment, one of the 
students reflected “adding a safe environment to make 
everyone comfortable and in the right state of mind was one 
of my eyeopeners.”.  
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